
The website is LIVE with content at: www.titsupontyne.com
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CONTACT 
US

Information form for the campaign for informal 
inquiries in addition to the founder’s personal email 
for other projects involving or are away from Tits 
Upon Tyne.

ABOUT US

Here people can find out the details to do with the 
campaign and our plans for our future. Here a press 
release will also be available for the promotional 
campaign in addition to past press pieces and news 
stories about us. 

HOME

Here will be the home page (shown later in this document) and it will welcome users to Tits Upon Tyne. The 
primary purpose of the homepage is interaction with the latest blog posts and also offer a sense of community 
through the accessibility of the guest writers’ journalistic pieces - primarily focused on local music, this will 
make Tits Upon Tyne a platform to be well known within the North East music scene. Easily accessible and 
with multiple contributors weekly, the home page is the first impression people will have on the campaign so 
thus must maintain brand identity and image. The menu to access other pages on the site will also be here.

MENU

Here you will find the feature pieces for Tits Upon 
Tyne written by local journalists - guest and/or 
resident. This keeps the local campaign on going even 
when there are no live events (especially during COVID 
19). 

CREATIVE CORNER

REVIEWS

Details in our up and coming fundraising events 
(digital included during COVID 19).EVENTS

PRESS NEWS 
RELEASE

PRESS: This is where blog posts that are news stories 
or coverage of Tits Upon Tyne will go.

NEWS RELEASE: For any journalists who want to 
cover Tits Upon Tyne, the press/news release contains 
the information they need to make the report.

CAMPAIGNS AND CAUSES: a list of our partners and 
friends we work with

FEATURES NEWS

C&C



Home page of site: available at www.titsupontyne.com 

Above on the home page is where snippets of the 
the most recent blog posts and publications are 
shown - however on each page (to view please go 
to the link provided) is this side bar to add context 
for those not familiar with the PR campaign:


http://www.titsupontyne.com


Content 1):  
News Release found at https://titsupontyne.com/press-release/


ABOVE IS ONLY A SNIPPET - PLEASE VIEW ENTIRE PAGES AT LINK PROVIDED! 

In the two pages there are multi medias such as:


• Images

• Text

• Hyperlinks 

• Video

• Quotes


The quotes are real and outsourced about the event and can be found at these links:


Spotlight UK - WTF Is: Tits Upon Tyne? 

• https://spotlightuk.co.uk/articles/2020/2/7/5eg33cba2zsmytrrenz1jpn8wrnaxi


SR News - ‘Tits Upon Tyne’ Charity Festival Takes Over Newcastle

• https://www.sr-news.com/index.php/2020/02/03/tits-upon-tyne-charity-festival-takes-

over-newcastle/


Content 2): Infographic and blog post -   

Breast Cancer and me. By Natalie Greener article found at 

https://titsupontyne.com/2020/04/28/breast-cancer-and-me/ 

https://spotlightuk.co.uk/articles/2020/2/7/5eg33cba2zsmytrrenz1jpn8wrnaxi
https://www.sr-news.com/index.php/2020/02/03/tits-upon-tyne-charity-festival-takes-over-newcastle/
https://www.sr-news.com/index.php/2020/02/03/tits-upon-tyne-charity-festival-takes-over-newcastle/
https://titsupontyne.com/2020/04/28/breast-cancer-and-me/


Infographic - This is resharable with the hash tag #CheckYourself and really emphasises 
the message of Tits Upon Tyne and Breast Cancer Now.


Content 3): Page named 
Campaigns and Causes  

See link for full page - 


https://titsupontyne.com/
campaigns-and-causes/ 

This page includes 4 
partners and highlights 
Breast Cancer Now.


https://titsupontyne.com/campaigns-and-causes/
https://titsupontyne.com/campaigns-and-causes/


Content 4) Quarantine disco playlist 

Playlist link: 
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/1Qz7W418URyZ2A9IT4sefd?
si=yVo2uUxWS8uDgFKULJ0JgQ


Blog post link: 
https://titsupontyne.com/2020/05/04/tits-upon-tyne-in-lockdown-quarantine-disco/


Here I have created a 5 HOUR AND 30 MIN playlist on Spotify that is embedded into the 
site with a captioning blog post. To see full post click the link above.




SOME CONTENT ON WWW.TITSUPONTYNE.COM IS CONTRIBUTED BY GUEST 
JOURNALISTS HOWEVER, THE WEBSITE ITSELF WAS BUILT AND IS MAINTAINED 
BY ME. I AM THE ONLY INDIVIDUAL TO HAVE ACCESS TO THE DASHBOARD AND 

HAVE FULL EDITORIAL AND CREATIVE FINAL SAY. 

Currently, we have a Podcast in early planning stages as well as weekly content to keep 
the site active during Corona Virus. If COVID wasn’t taking place during this assessment, 
live events would be organised and the website would act more of an informative platform 
for Breast Cancer Now and women in the music industry campaigns. I also want to do the 
podcast to the best of my ability and this isn’t possible without the University’s equipment 

https://titsupontyne.com/2020/05/04/tits-upon-tyne-in-lockdown-quarantine-disco/
http://WWW.TITSUPONTYNE.COM


and because my site has a loyal following, anything I publish I want it to be to the best 
standard possible. I have replaced the podcast with a Spotify playlist and hope the prep 
for my podcast doesn’t go unrecognised. Apologies.


EVALUATION - 300 WORDS 

This website serves multiple purposes for the PR campaign, Tits Upon Tyne (TUT). 
Admittedly, if COVID 19 was not taking place right now, the focus of my website’s content 
would be more specific to Breast Cancer Now and the PR campaign listed in my plan. 
However, as TUT is an active site with a constant audience, I have had to adapt to the 
circumstances and some of my messages to do with Breast Cancer Now have been 
mixed in with other content. However, I do believe that the website delivers the message 
to the right audiences through the vast range in content - events, blog posts, community 
created content and a key focus on breast cancer awareness. This is important as I don’t 
want our message e.g. “Check Yourself”, to be lost in the extra content as well as a 
misunderstanding of TUT, hence why the news release fully addresses any questions 
someone may have about who we are and what we do - especially with Breast Cancer 
Now. I have tailored the content specifically for locals in the North East, individuals in the 
music industry and those who have had experiences with breast cancer. People follow 
TUT for different reasons and this website ensures varied messages are portrayed and 
reach the required audience. For example, the music and news aspect of the site is 
constant and given through the regular blog posts - in addition, the breast cancer 
campaign is specific to certain pieces of content but also is an underlying message with 
anything published with the ‘Tits’ upon tyne connotation. The site also has hard hitting 
content to stay on focus with messages but as the goal is to create awareness, the light 
hearted content attracts a crowd different to the people supporting Breast Cancer Now 
specific campaigns. I like to think the website makes being aware about your health a 
cool and positive thing.


(317 words)


